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WAR DANCER
War Dancer is a multiple graded stakes winning millionaire by sire sensation, War Front.
War Dancer’s offspring will be free of Mr. Prospector at five generations on their sire’s side,
and we can note that War Front has enjoyed considerable success when bred over mares
from the Mr. Prospector line. His grade winning one and grade one siring son, The Factor, is
out of a mare by Miswaki (sire of Black Tie Affair; grandsire of Formal Gold), and his grade
one wining daughter, Avenge is out of a mare by Woodman (bred on the same cross as
Miswaki), which also suggests introducing the similarly-bred Seeking the Gold (sire of
Mutakddim. Petionville and Cape Town). War Front himself is out of a mare from the
Fappiano branch of Mr. Prospector, but already has three stakes winners from mares by
Fappiano grandson Unbridled’s Song (by Unbridled), who might be brought in through Even
the Score, Rockport Harbor, Eurosilver, Songandaprayer, Zensational, Midshipman, Old
Fashioned, Half Ours and Werblin. This suggests other Fappiano line horses such as Broken
Vow, Empire Maker (sire of Pioneerof the Nile), Quiet American (broodmare sire of a War
Front stakes winner, and grandsire of Midnight Lute) and Cryptoclearance (sire of Victory
Gallop; grandsire of Candy Ride).
War Front also has a grade one winner out of a mare by Mr. Prospector son, Forty Niner,
who should be very positive here – and a grade two winner out of a mare by that horse’s
son, Coronado’s Quest, suggesting daughters of Distorted Humor (who looks particularly
interesting, and who is sire of Sharp Humor and Flower Alley), Gold Fever, Roar –
broodmare sire of a stakes winner by War Front son, The Factor – Gold Case, End Sweep,
Trippi, Twining and Luhuk; a grade one from a daughter of Smart Strike (sire of Curlin,
Lookin At Lucky - who might a particularly good fit – and English Channel); a graded winner
out of a mare by Street Cry (sire of Street Sense); and stakes winners from of daughters by
Kingmambo (sire of Lemon Drop Kid) and Pulling Punches (by Two Punch, sire of Smoke
Glacken). War Front son, The Factor, has first crop grade one winner Noted And Quoted out
of a mare by City Zip, who is by Carson City, also sire of Lord Carson, Good and Tough,
Cuvee, Five Star Day and Pollard’s Vision. Other branches of Mr. Prospector worthy of
consideration include Gone West (sire of Speightstown – who looks particularly good, and
who is sire of Munnings – Mr. Greeley, Grand Slam, Elusive Quality – sire of Quality Road
and Smarty Jones – and Proud Citizen), and Gulch (who would be good through Thunder
Gulch). From another branch of the Raise a Native line – Majestic Light – War Front has a
Champion out of a mare by Maria’s Mon (sire of Super Saver and Monarchos).
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War Front is a son of Danzig, and Danzig line stallions have done well with mares from the
Sadler’s Wells line, and this cross has provided War Front with four graded stakes winners,
two grade one. Sadler’s Wells might be introduced through El Prado, who is broodmare sire
of a War Front graded winner, and sire of Medaglia d’Oro, Kitten’s Joy and Artie Schiller,
through Powerscourt, and through Cape Blanco (by Galileo, the broodmare sire of a War
Front grade one winner). It could also pay to introduce Nureyev, a three-quarters brother to
Sadler’s Wells, and War Front has a stakes winner out of a mare Nureyev son, Theatrical,
which suggests other Nureyev line horses such as Stravinsky, Atticus and Spinning World.
The cross of War Front’s son, The Factor, with a mare by Deputy Commander (by Northern
Dancer line stallion, Deputy Minister), has produced stakes winner Fact Finding. It would
also be worth considering introducing Deputy Minister through mares by Awesome Again
and his son, Ghostzapper, and by Touch Gold.
Northern Dancer is a three-quarters relative to Icecapade, and from the Clever Trick branch
of that line War Front has a grade one winner out of a mare by Mazel Trick (by Phone Trick),
and a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Clever Trick, also encouraging mares by
Intidab, Caller I.D. and Favorite Trick. In this particular instance, Clever Trick is especially
interesting as he is a half-brother to the dam of Alydeed, the broodmare sire of War Dancer.
Out A.P. Indy line mares, War Front already has six stakes winners, including millionaire
Departing, from daughters of Pulpit (sire of Tapit, Sky Mesa, Stroll and of Corinthian, who
would give inbreeding to the family of Sadler’s Wells), and graded winners of mares by A.P.
Indy and Old Trieste, suggesting other sources of A.P. Indy, such as Malibu Moon,
Mineshaft, Congrats, Flatter and Bernardini (who might be particularly interesting).
From Roberto line mares there are graded winners out of daughters of Red Ransom and
Arch, whose son, Blame, gives inbreeding to the family of Sadler’s Wells. Arch is by Kris S.,
also sire of Rock Hard Ten, Prized and Kissin Kris). From this same line, we can also note a
graded winner from a mare by Dynaformer (sire of Temple City), and a stakes winner out of
a mare by Repriced.
War Front’s champion, Declaration of War, is one of two group/graded winners out of mares
by Rahy, from the Blushing Groom line, and from the same sire line he also has a grade two
winner from a daughter of Housebuster (by Mt. Livermore, also sire of Orientate and Peaks
and Valleys).
From the In Reality line, War Front has grade one scorer Data Link from a daughter of
Known Fact, and there are two stakes winners one graded, out of mares by Tiznow (sire of
Tiz Wonderful and Colonel John). Tiznow is by a son of Relaunch, who has a sister in the
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pedigree of War Front, and might also be brought in through Honour and Glory, Put It Back,
Skywalker, Bertrando and Officer.
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